
Europe Congress just announced its much anticipated 2024 event calendar. Known for its transformative
events that bring together industry leaders, innovators, and visionaries, the calendar offers much
excitement for business event suppliers as well as industry buyers. Participants are invited to join Europe
Congress as it embarks on a thrilling journey to the most vibrant destinations:

Salzburg, Austria, will be the stage for the extraordinary MCE Central & Eastern Europe event from
February 4th to the 6th, 2024. Europe Congress organized its first association forum in Salzburg this past
year, so this year promises a new variety of event planners that will learn why Salzburg should always be
a consideration when planning events. 

Valencia, Spain, will become the hub of innovation and connections during the Events Club Associations
Forum from April 7th to the 9th, 2024. This association-focused event will create a dynamic environment
for professionals to meet industry leaders, forge strategic connections, and discover new business
opportunities. 

Helsinki-Espoo, Finland, will serve as the vibrant host city for the MCE North & West Europe from April
21st to the 23rd, 2024. This exclusive event will be held at the prestigious Crowne Plaza Helsinki -
Hesperia, providing a sophisticated venue for professionals to connect, engage, and create cooperation.

Prague, Czech Republic, will become the epicenter of connection during the Events Club Forum,
scheduled for June 16th to the 19th, 2024. This groundbreaking event will revolutionize traditional
conferences, offering two days packed with excitement, inspiration, and unparalleled business
opportunities. 

Lastly, Palma de Mallorca, Spain, will host the highly anticipated MCE South Europe from November 10th
to the 12th, 2024. This event will take place in the breathtaking city, providing a Mediterranean backdrop
that perfectly complements the immersive program. 
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"We are thrilled to present these exceptional events that will unlock new opportunities, foster collaboration, and
inspire innovation within the event industry. Our esteemed partners have played a crucial role in ensuring the
success of each event, and we are grateful for their support," said Alain Pallas, Managing Director at Europe
Congress.

Europe Congress offers high value-for-money participation packages for business event providers as well as
unique hosted buyers’ packages for qualified event planners. 

If interested in participating, feel free to contact Europe Congress. 
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